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A YEAR IN NUMBERS: 2015/16

PEOPLE TUNE IN TO
COMMUNITY RADIO EACH
WEEK – THE HIGHEST
LISTENERSHIP ON RECORD!

291 CBAA MEMBERS
(+ 15 SINCE 2014/15)

INTO THE 2015 CBAA AWARDS FOR
COMMUNITY RADIO EXCELLENCE
(UP FROM 142 IN 2014)

STATIONS SUBSCRIBED TO THE
COMMUNITY RADIO NETWORK

CBAA NET PROMOTER
SCORE, UP FROM
23 IN 2014

hours of unique short term content and
special broadcasts on digital community
radio throughout the year

PARTICIPANTS IN THE 2015 CBAA CONFERENCE
AND AWARDS GALA
new tracks added
to Amrap’s AirIt
Read the full CBAA Annual Review at www.cbaa.org.au/about/annual-reports.
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As the year draws to a close, the CBAA Conference and Awards Gala Dinner is
an ideal opportunity for the sector to reflect on another year of working with
our communities to provide grassroots community broadcasting, and also for
socialising and having some fun.
I’m happy to say that from all we can see, community radio is more relevant
and valued than ever. This year, we recorded our highest listenership ever and
it is humbling to remember that we are providing a service for more than 5.2
million Australians who listen to our stations each week.
The year, however, has not been without its challenges. On behalf of our
diverse membership, the CBAA continues to provide feedback to the CBF on
the implementation of its Structure and Governance Review. Change is not easy
and there are complex issues to work through. We are hopeful, however, that
over time the changes to the grant processes will benefit all applicants.
Government funding for the sector generally has not grown for some years.
And in fact, with the government’s decision to not restore full funding for
digital, is going backwards. This cannot continue if we are to have vibrant
community media. The CBAA is continuing to lobby all parties and members
of parliament for funding to ensure a digital future for all stations, including
the expansion into regional areas.
This year’s conference is taking place in Melbourne, home to a number of
stations celebrating broadcasting milestones. Both 3CR and Triple R have hit
the 40 year mark, making them two of the longest-standing broadcasters in
our sector. Congratulations to both stations on this achievement, and here’s
to another 40! (You can find out more about how they, and Brisbane’s 4ZZZ,
celebrated the big 4-0 on p. 9).
If you’re joining us in Melbourne, make sure you keep an eye out for our
Conference Scholarship recipients (find out more on p. 18). For many of them,
it’s their first time at our sector’s largest gathering, so please make them feel
welcome. If you’re unable to make it, stay tuned to the CBAA website, where
we’ll be sharing updates during and after the conference.
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I’m looking forward to celebrating some of our sector’s greatest achievements
for the year at the CBAA Community Radio Awards dinner on Saturday, 12
November. The diversity and strength of our sector in giving a voice to and
bringing together communities is reflected in this body of work. Best of luck to
all our finalists!
As much as we love to reflect on what has been achieved, the CBAA is also
looking to the future. We are focused on strengthening our capacity to provide
leadership and services for stations, and to create a healthy environment for
community radio to thrive. In 2017, we will continue to represent the interests
of community radio stations on funding, regulation and other matters of
interest. We will build on our relationships with political stakeholders with a
view to continuing the positive, bi-partisan support enjoyed by our sector for
40 years. Key policy matters will include digital radio planning for regional
Australia, media reform and a review of our sector’s codes of practice.

Over 5 million people tune in to more than
450 community radio services across Australia
each week. In July 2016, the National Listener
Survey found the highest listenership on record.
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By Jon Bisset, CBAA Chief Executive Officer

AS A MEMBERSHIP ORGANISATION, WE ARE PROUD TO REPRESENT
85% OF ALL LICENSED COMMUNITY BROADCASTERS.
Working with so much of our sector
is a great honour and seeing the
work that stations do in such diverse
communities is always inspiring. For
example, in this issue of CBX you
can read about how CHY FM 104.1 is
improving the knowledge of young
people with a disability, their parents
and the general public about their legal
rights, disability advocacy, disability
discrimination and the law (see p. 8).
That project is just one example of
how our sector excels at inclusion
and accessibility. This is a topic that
will also be explored at the CBAA
Conference this month in a workshop
on building the involvement of people
with disabilities in community radio.
This session will also be streamed

online for those unable to join us. See
www.cbaa.org.au/conference for more
information.
Thanks must also go to everyone
who has participated in our renewed
research strategy this year. We really
appreciate that you take time out of
your already very busy schedules to
give us this information. The data and
feedback that we collect across the
Station Census and CBAA member
survey is invaluable. An up-to-date
picture of the sector helps us continue
to develop and improve the ways
we support stations to build their
capability and sustainability as well
as creating a healthy environment for
the sector to thrive. Further updates
on the research we’ve conducted and

what’s to come will be provided in the
new year.
I would like to take this opportunity
to acknowledge the CBAA’s annual
sponsors. 2016 is the first time that
we’ve partnered with organisations on
an annual basis in this way, and it is a
pleasure to work with AFTRS, Wireless
Components and N-com. Their support
is invaluable. Keep an eye out for them
at the conference as well – and don’t
forget to say hello!
As we approach the end of the year, on
behalf of the whole team at the CBAA
I would like to wish our CBX readers a
happy and healthy holiday season, and
all the best for 2017. We look forward to
staying in touch!
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REGIONAL MEDIA HAS BEEN
THRUST INTO THE SPOTLIGHT
RECENTLY AS THE GOVERNMENT
REFORMS MEDIA OWNERSHIP
CONTROLS. WHAT ROLE WILL
COMMUNITY RADIO STATIONS PLAY
IN THIS NEW ENVIRONMENT?

Community
Radio’s
Place in
the New
Regional
Australian
Media
Landscape

At the time of publishing, negotiation
continues over the Broadcasting
Legislation Amendment (Media Reform)
Bill 2016 after it was reintroduced
into the Australian Parliament at the
beginning of September. The Minister
for Communications, Mitch Fifield,
was reportedly very keen to have the
legislation in place earlier this year
after it was first introduced in March
but the double dissolution election saw
the legislation lapse without being fully
considered by the Parliament.
This is an important time to consider
what impact the legislation will have on
the role of community radio stations in
regional Australian communities if it is
passed.
While the justification for the legislation
from Government has been the
emergence of online media, the basic
driver of the legislation is to allow for
mergers of media businesses that are
struggling to maintain advertising
revenue in the face of technological
change.
While other laws will be maintained
to avoid monopoly of media, these
legislative changes will allow for
consolidation and there will be a
reduction of media localisation and
independence. Australia will have more
national, cross-media organisations and
less local media. This will be felt most
in regional communities, which already
have less media diversity due to their
smaller population base.
Online-only media companies, which
tend to be geared towards metropolitan
audiences, with editorial teams based
in the cities and writing from an inner
city perspective, are not positioned to
fill this gap.
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By Joel Pringle, CBAA

RADIO IN AUSTRALIA
During the media shake-up, radio
listenership has held up remarkably

Community radio listenership is at
the same level between regional and
metropolitan areas of the country, in
contrast to commercial radio, where the
proportion of Australians in regional
communities listening to commercial
radio is 15 per cent lower than those in
metropolitan areas (69 per cent versus
54 per cent).
At a time when localism in media is at
risk, it shouldn’t come as a surprise
that community radio audiences
are remaining loyal. Research
consistently shows that listeners
tune in to community radio to hear
local voices talking about local news
and information, independent of
commercial and government influence.
The model of community radio, which
provides access to the community in
local studios and the localised base of
station management from within the
community, is enduring in the face of
technological change. This continues
as the ability of national broadcasters
to meet the localised needs of
communities is constrained.
THE FUTURE
There are 180 independent, fullylicensed community radio stations
across regional and rural Australia,
representing 66 per cent of
community radio stations across the
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country. About one in three stations
report being the only source of locally
produced radio available in their
broadcast area (CBAA Community
Radio Census, 2013). As a sector, it is
timely for us to be talking about how
we will fill the spaces being vacated
by commercial media in our regional
communities. How will community
radio continue to give space to
local and independent voices? How
will stations generate, enable and
distribute local cultural content?
Regional stations, with a median
annual income of less than $50,000
per year, have fewer resources, less
access to advertising revenue and are
more reliant on volunteers than their
metropolitan counterparts. However,
with existing studios and infrastructure
across the country, not to mention
organisational structures, training
support and experienced paid and
volunteer broadcasters, community
radio is best positioned to expand its
role in regional communities with the
right support.
What could this support look like?
What do regional stations need to
build their capacity, or further improve
their ability to provide local news and
information? What are the training
needs of regional broadcasters and
how are they best delivered?
These are important questions to
be asking, especially as planning
is currently underway to push the

2013

2014
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2016

footprint of digital radio broadcasting
beyond the existing five metropolitan
capital cities and into major regional
centres and beyond. The first round of
expansion is expected to take place
late 2017.
The lesson from metropolitan digital
community radio is that 22.6 per
cent of listeners are now tuning in on
their digital radio, a figure which is
fast climbing (GfK Commercial Radio
Australia June 2016). If community
radio stations are not broadcasting
on the digital spectrum as part of
the rollout to regional communities,
when listeners upgrade to digital radio
receivers they may lose access to
another local news and information
source.
The media ownership reforms are not
happening in isolation and regional
communities are right to be concerned
about their access to local and
independent voices on the airwaves.
Community radio stations are ready
and willing to play a greater role in
Australia’s media landscape, but the
inevitability of doing so can’t be taken
for granted. Community radio has a
strong track record in Australia, and
by working with our many supporters,
community radio can build upon the
essential role that stations play in
giving a voice to and connecting local
communities as other media withdraw
from regional Australia.
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Community radio remains strong in
regional areas. The July 2016 National
Listener Survey found a record
number of community radio listeners
nationwide, and regional audiences
have remained stable as a proportion of
the population.
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well compared to television and
newspaper ratings, with listener figures
growing in absolute numbers across
the country. The National Listener
Survey (audience research conducted
by McNair Ingenuity on behalf of the
CBAA) shows, however, that this has
been largely due to population growth,
and when measured as a proportion
of the total population national (ABC
and SBS) and commercial broadcasters
have seen slight declines in regional
areas.

On the
8CCC OPENS CAFE
Y
TO CONNECT WITH COMMUNIT
By Holly Friedlander Liddicoat,

CBAA

SMALL STATIONS, ESPECIALLY THOSE IN REGIONAL, RURAL AND REMOTE AREAS, KNOW INTIMATELY THE
CHALLENGES OF RUNNING A COMMUNITY STATION — BOTH FINANCIALLY AND IN TERMS OF ENGAGING THEIR
AUDIENCE. HOWEVER WHEN NEW TRIALS ARISE, THESE STATIONS ALSO EXERCISE GREAT FLEXIBILITY AND FIND
HIGHLY INVENTIVE WAYS IN WHICH TO MOVE FORWARD.
About three years ago, one station
found itself at such a crossroads. The
board of 8CCC was wondering how
they could best reinvigorate the Alice
Springs community’s engagement
with their station. Edan Baxter, Acting
Station Manager, explains: “We had just
finished a lot of organisational changes,
renovations and systems upgrades and
we wanted...to let the community know
about our new vibrant space and [to
have them] feel a part of it.”
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Then an idea came—what if they were to
open a cafe right on the station’s front
door?
“With the support of 8CCC presenters
DJ Kamcorder (Cam Buckley) and
Rocklicious (Jeff Kessel), we started
selling coffee every Saturday morning
outside the studio as a trial. It was great
fun and visitors were very supportive.
In those days, we just had an old coffee
machine and a few milk crates.”
“Then we hired an amazing barista,
Aime Lou, and the 8CCC Saturday Cafe
started [to take] off. It quickly grew

in popularity and we realised it was a
long-term, viable proposition.”
“Over the last 18 months, we’ve steadily
kept improving things and it has gone
from strength to strength! In 2015, we
teamed up with a local ‘pop-up’ bakery
that sells fresh bread and pastries and
we’ve now got hundreds of people
coming down to the 8CCC Bakery Cafe
every week.”
For the station, the benefits of the cafe
have extended past the purely financial.
“We still don’t make a lot of money
but any extra cash helps a regional
station like ours. What has been
fantastic however is the profile, buzz
and enthusiasm it has generated for
community radio and the enjoyment
people get from listening to great
music and programming in a relaxed
atmosphere. We’ve also seen our
membership double since the cafe
opened and sales of t-shirts and
merchandise have increased too.”
After all 8CCC had learnt from their
bakery cafe, we were curious about

what advice they would offer other
non-metro stations who were trying to
raise money in innovative ways.
“We all hear stories about ‘the good
ol’ days of radio’ when everyone tuned
in to their favourite station and the
[studio] was overloaded with callers.
These days it is definitely a little harder
for us all because we are navigating
the digital media age and entirely new
patterns of media consumption.”
“But one thing hasn’t changed and
that is that community radio is a
great place to hang out, meet great
people, learn new skills and enjoy great
music—we just have to keep doing little
things to remind people of this and
welcome them into our world.”
“Running a bakery or cafe is probably
not going to work for all stations
but thinking innovatively about
fundraising, events and community
relationships in new ways has ensured
8CCC is growing its momentum and
engagement.”

If you would like
further information
on this project, please
contact the CBAA who
can connect you with
representatives of 8CCC.
8CCC broadcasts to
both the Alice Springs
and Tennant Creek
communities.
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http://8ccc.com.au/

Community radio
brings training and
legal understanding
together for people
with disabilities
By Hope William-Smith

THE PRESENTERS AT COFFS HARBOUR COMMUNITY RADIO

STATION CHY FM 104.1 ARE BUSY EXPANDING THEIR

ADVOCACY EFFORTS FOR YOUTH WITH DISABILITIES AFTER RECEIVING A GRANT FROM THE LAW & JUSTICE FOUNDATION.
An independent body, the Law &
Justice Foundation provides grants to
improve access to justice in NSW, with
a specific focus on the socially and
economically disadvantaged.
The aim of the My Voice, My Ability,
My Rights project launched by CHY
FM 104.1 off the back of the grant is to
educate young people with disabilities
on legal matters ranging from advocacy
to disability discrimination and their
personal legal rights.
The station will use the money to build
training and consultation opportunities,
a helping hand which Station Manager
Becky Cole said will increase member
confidence and help the station to
promote its wider ethos for inclusion
and opportunity.
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“It allows the station to take the time
to train a lot of the young people with
disabilities in areas such as interview
techniques, vocal projection, even
just basic skills like basic verbal
comprehension,” she said.
“Already, we have seen the verbal
skills of our volunteers increase
dramatically.”
With the impending rollout of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme
on the horizon, Cole said that the grant
had come at a pivotal time, and would
help many of the station’s members

with mental and physical disabilities
equip themselves with a strong
understanding of their place within it.
“We found out that many of the
students were unaware about their
rights regarding the various types of
support they could access,” she said.
“This project puts the young people in
charge of asking leaders in the legal,
advocacy and disability support field
questions that affect them directly as
well as their parents and the general
public.”
Cole said that being able to run
the My Voice, My Ability, My Rights
program would help CHY FM 104.1
to further extend its offerings to the
wider community and help increase
a diversity of content across the
airwaves.
“[We] have a lot of young people with
disabilities who volunteer at the station;
we have students with a range of
disabilities including vision impairment,
autism, Asperger’s, physical disabilities
and mental health issues including
social anxiety and depression.”
Cole said that the station and its
members would continue to keep
in contact with the Law & Justice
Foundation, having initially discovered
the grant application through
Easygrants.

My Voice, My Ability, My Rights is now
one of multiple shows at CHY FM 104.1
led by young people with disabilities,
with the station also engaging in TAFE
Cert II classes which sees members
with disabilities work weekly alongside
neuro-typical students.
“We aim to be one of Australia’s most
inclusive stations so inclusion is a major
part of our day to day operations,”
Cole said.
“We partner with many disabilityrelated organisations for events and
projects - our major focus is to expand
on what our volunteers can do.”

Find out more about building
the involvement of people with
disabilities in your community
radio station at the CBAA
Conference in our workshop
featuring Kim Stewart (4ZZZ
and Ability Radio Project),
Bernadette Young (612 ABC
Brisbane), Caroline Savransky
(Making Airwaves) and Helen
Gwilliam (3CR). Please head to
www.cbaa.org.au/conference
for more information.
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1. AN EXHIBITION

2. A BOOK

3. A CONCERT

In celebration of the broadcasters,
volunteers, subscribers, listeners
and wider community who have
made it possible for the station to
be on air for 40 years, Melbourne’s
Triple R has put together archived
materials for an exhibition at
the State Library of Victoria. On
Air: 40 years of 3RRR will be on
display from 18 November 2016 –
29 January 2017 to showcase the
station and its achievements, past
and present. Materials unearthed
from the station’s storeroom,
including posters, photos, video,
and, of course, audio will be on
display. Together, they tell the story
of an organisation that has carved
out a unique place in Melbourne’s
cultural landscape. Following station
flooding in early 2016, the State
Library of Victoria will host the
station’s archives permanently,
keeping safe this valuable record
and gift to the city from which
Triple R emerged and which it
continues to serve.

Melbourne’s 3CR has captured
some of the station’s 40 year
history in a book – Radical Radio:
Celebrating 40 Years of 3CR. The
project began back in 2013 and was
facilitated by the station’s Projects
Coordinator, Juliet Fox. Over three
years, a team of nine people brought
together skills in writing, editing,
book design and production, and
worked together to cover all four
decades. Five chapter coordinators
were appointed to pull together
written content and images and
work with the book’s designer,
Rachel Kirby. Another 40 people
joined the process as the project’s
Brains Trust, offering the team
their knowledge on specific shows,
campaigns and highlights in the
station’s history. The station held
a launch event for the 300-page,
56,000-word and 180 image-strong
book, which is now available for sale
at the station and online through
www.3cr.org.au. Radical Radio is
dedicated to all the 3CR volunteers
who have contributed to the station.

In late 2015, Brisbane’s 4ZZZ
celebrated 40 years on air through
a variety of initiatives aimed at
showcasing the diversity, interest
and resilience of Brisbane’s local
talent and the ongoing relevance
of community broadcasting in
Brisbane. In the midst of ten days
of special programming, which
included a special news and current
affairs retrospective showcase with
a re-broadcast of the station’s first
ever broadcast from 1975, 4ZZZ
partnered with a major cultural arts
festival, Brisbane Festival, to present
and broadcast a live showcase of
artists integral to the local music
scene over the last four decades.
The lineup included Ed Kuepper
(The Saints), Ups and Downs,
Screamfeeder and Jeremy Neale
(Velociraptor, Teen Sensations).
The event itself sold out quickly, but
others were able to witness and get
involved in the live broadcast taking
place outside the venue, where
they were welcome to share their
memories of 4ZZZ over the years.

Coming to #CBAAconf? Head along to the Making Community Radio History workshop taking place on Friday,
11 November at 2pm to hear about these projects in more detail. Find out what works and why and be inspired to think about
how you can celebrate your station's history in the future. Find out more at www.cbaa.org.au/conference.
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COMMUNITY OWNED AND RUN RADIO STATIONS WEAVE A RICH HISTORY
THROUGHOUT THEIR YEARS ON AIR. BROADCASTING MILESTONES ARE A
FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY TO REFLECT ON THIS, TO RECOGNISE HOW THE
STATION CONTRIBUTES TO ITS COMMUNITY AND CELEBRATE WHO HAS
BEEN INVOLVED ALONG THE WAY. HERE, WE HAVE A QUICK LOOK AT HOW
THREE STATIONS CELEBRATED REACHING 40 YEARS ON AIR.
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IDEAS FOR
MAKING
COMMUNITY
RADIO
HISTORY

James Findlay is off to Triple J

Online Studies
Make Dreams
Come True For
Two Community
Broadcasters
Brought to you by AFTRS, a valued partner of the CBAA.

JAMES FINDLAY AND ADRIAN MCENIERY WILL SOON BE GRADUATES FROM
THE AFTRS 100% ONLINE RADIO CONTENT AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR’S
COURSE, BUT THEY ARE ALREADY REAPING THE BENEFITS OF THE LEARNING
COMBINED WITH YEARS OF THEIR OWN HARD WORK AND DETERMINATION.

James was, until recently, the Program
Director at Melbourne’s JOY 94.9 and
he is now Sydney bound and set to start
working on Triple J’s Sunday night sexed show The Hook Up. For James this is
the culmination of years of related work.
“To say I’m excited about starting
as Producer of The Hook Up is an
understatement. It really is a dream
come true, and I’m really looking
forward to working with such a talented
team at Triple J, and getting listeners
educated on some filth,” he said.
Studying this year has been part of the
journey for James.
“You can always learn more,” he said.

10
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“Even if you’ve been in radio for years
or even decades, you can still learn
something new”.
AFTRS lecturers come from industry
and have a wealth of knowledge and
experience from across the sectors.
AFTRS Program Leader Radio Lisa
Sweeney believes the real strength
of the AFTRS experience is exposure
to almost 100 guest lecturers from
industry. “The intensity of the learning
experience means the students can’t
help but be industry ready,” she said.
James says he found the insights from
industry professionals invaluable.
“Having leaders like the Australian

Radio Network’s Duncan Campbell
and former Southern Cross Austereo
Content Director Craig Bruce speak to
you and give their expertise and advice
is priceless,” he says.
James also believes the networking
opportunities are pure gold. “It’s a small
industry and the more people you know
and can connect with, the better you’re
supported and can support others.”
Churchill Fellow and Queensland
Conservatorium graduate Adrian
McEniery’s recent appointment to the
role of Program Director at Melbourne’s
fine music station 3MBS is testament to
his passion for music and commitment
to being at the top of his game in
community broadcasting.
Adrian initially enrolled in the online
AFTRS leadership course out of
curiosity. “I wanted to know more about
the business of radio and the concepts
behind it, different principles of
programming, how to build and engage
teams across the station, conflict
management, program improvement
and management….all of it. It’s all
interesting!” he said.
For Adrian, the Radio Content and
Program Director’s Course has given
him an invaluable insight into the
industry. “As the course is very heavily
focused on the commercial sector, it’s

Adrian McEniery has been promoted to Program Director
at 3MBS Melbourne

BOTH HAVE SECURED GREAT NEW JOBS – JAMES AT TRIPLE J AND ADRIAN
AT 3MBS MELBOURNE.

been fascinating to begin to understand
how incredibly planned industry
strategies are,” he said. “Coming from
a community broadcaster and with not
much background in the business of
radio, this was a complete eye-opener”.
When asked if the experience at
AFTRS was life changing, he said
“Unexpectedly, and while it’s a cliché,
yes, it has been for me.”

AFTRS RADIO
100% ONLINE COURSES:
DELIVERING DREAMS
ACROSS AUSTRALIA
AFTRS is at the forefront of delivering the latest industry knowledge and skills in a way that is accessible and flexible,
no matter where you are in the country.
All online courses are suitable for community broadcasters.
ABOUT AFTRS ONLINE OFFERINGS
Core Radio Skills is an introductory course for community radio broadcasters and beginners.
Diploma Digital Content (Radio) Learn to create audio, visual and written content for online platforms including
social media.
Radio Content and Program Directors Course develops students’ programming, management and leadership skills
to a professional standard.
Writing Radio Creative explores the framework of writing sponsor campaigns for on-air and online. Designed for
those who want to develop their copywriting skills to industry standard.
AFTRS is a valued partner of the CBAA.

For more information: www.aftrs.edu.au/degrees/radio

STUDY ONLINE
AT AFTRS

AUSTRALIAN FILM TELEVISION AND RADIO SCHOOL
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- DIPLOMA IN DIGITAL CONTENT - RADIO
- CORE RADIO SKILLS
- RADIO CONTENT & PROGRAM DIRECTOR
- WRITING RADIO CREATIVE

Find out more about how
community radio program
makers are supporting Australian
musicians in this ongoing Q&A
series by Amrap.
Australian music is thriving on
community radio and airplay
is on the rise! 2,000 hours of
Australian music is aired every
day by thousands of dedicated
program makers with a passion
for homegrown artists. Many use
Amrap services to access and
support the local musicians that
they love. Over 3,000 program
makers use Amrap's AirIt to get
music and another 1,000+ use
Amrap Pages to log their playlists
and promote musicians through
station sites and social media.
We caught up with musician Tara
Carragher and broadcaster Kirri
Riley of Hills Radio to get their
perspective on the rise and role
of Australian music on
community radio.

TARA CARRAGHER

INDEPENDENT MUSICIAN
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Adelaide-based musician Tara
Carragher is a prominent figure
in South Australia's folk/roots
community, best known for
her skillfully crafted songs and
impressive list of vocal credits.
Most recently Carragher has
lent her vocals to SA alt-country
mainstays The Yearlings for
their album All The Wandering,
performed with Rob Riley (Rose
Tattoo) and has been mentored by
Roger Corbett (The Bushwhackers).
Her 2016 Wicked World EP was a
hit with community radio, reaching
number two on the Amrap
Regional Charts.
How has community radio helped
you to grow your audience and
reach new fans?
Community radio has been so kind
to me and I continue to be floored

Amrap
Q&A
By the Amrap Team, CBAA

by the response to my music. I've been
played on lots of community stations
and as a result, new fans
from right across the country
regularly get in touch with me after
hearing my music on their local
station—it's such a lovely, rewarding
thing.
How have you used Amrap’s AirIt to
build relationships with stations?

Yes. I've been pleasantly surprised
with just how many stations are
playing my music and I had no idea
that it was so popular with the
regional stations! My last single made
it to number 2 on Amrap's Regional
Charts so that was a big thrill and
definitely informed my decision to visit
more regional areas on tour.
Over 800 program makers now use
Amrap Pages to log airplay lists
and promote musicians online. Like
many musicians, you use Amrap's
Airplay Search regularly to find out
which programs with Amrap Pages
are logging your tracks. How did you
use this information when preparing
for your most recent tour earlier
this year?
Amrap’s Airplay Search was a great
help to me in planning my station
visits on my Wicked World EP tour.
After seeing where my tracks were
logged, I got in touch with program
hosts to arrange interviews and tour
promotion.
On future tours I'll definitely
be heading to a lot more stations
and meeting as many of the people
who have been supporting me on
community radio as I can. Amrap
Pages and AirIt essentially
eliminated a whole bunch of the
guesswork.

ER

ON HILLS RADIO, MOUNT BARK
Since first hitting the airwaves in
August 2014, Hills Radio in Mount
Barker, South Australia has worked
hard to support local musicians. The
station is run by a passionate group
of volunteers including Kirri Riley who
co-programs a mix of great Aussie
tunes across seven hours on air each
week. As host of Kirri's Super Happy
Fun Music Show (KSHFS) she also
brings listeners new music, in-studio
performances, interviews and local
gig info.
You play a lot of South Australian
musicians. Why do you support local
artists?
I feel that South Australian artists
are not represented widely enough
in the mainstream. Our music scene
is particularly vibrant at the moment
and there is so much talent that
deserves to be given a go.
I love being able to tap into new music
from other parts of Australia too, and
sharing it with listeners is a wonderful
feeling. It is an honour to discover
and share the talent that is in our
own backyard. Having a resource like
Amrap to help make this happen is
invaluable!
You've set up Amrap Pages on
Facebook so that you can display
your playlists for KSHFS to
listeners. Why do you use Amrap
Pages on Facebook?
My Facebook followers, which now
include many of the musicians I have
played, can see the history of when
their tunes have been aired.
It's also really useful for me to be able
to search back and find when I have

played a track or an artist so that I can
make sure my playlists are varied.
You've found music clips for tracks
aired on KSHFS and displayed them
on your Amrap Pages playlist on
Facebook. Why do you include clips
in your playlists?
Having a film clip entertains the
visual senses and gives my listeners
a clearer picture of who the artists
are. It unveils the mystery!
Amrap Pages eliminates a lot of
Google-searching for listeners who
are interested in finding out more
about the musicians I play by
automatically populating music
clips, Twitter handles and Wikipedia
information—it makes the exploration
of my playlists a better experience.
KSHFMS plays new Australian
releases, sourced from Amrap’s
AirIt. How does AirIt help you to
create great programs?
I play a mix of tracks from established
and relatively unknown artists on
KSHFMS. The variety of music on
Amrap’s AirIt makes it easy for me
to playlist diverse and interesting
programs.
I can download new music from
AirIt instantly so there are always
fresh sounds for me to play. Quick
access to new music keeps my
program vibrant, which I find to be a
perfect medication to lift the spirits!
CBX NOVEMBER 2016

Are you surprised by the variety
and location of stations airing
your music?

PPY FUN MUSIC SHOW

KIRRI RILEY, KIRRI'S SUPER HA
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Amrap’s AirIt has been an incredible
initiative for me because it has put
my music in the hands of so many
more radio stations than I would
have personally known about or been
able to approach as a self-managed,
independent artist. Now when I'm on
tour, I use my AirIt artist report to see
who has been playing my music.

YOU CAN'T BE
WHAT YOU CAN'T SEE
CREATING SPACES FOR WOMEN AND

ING
GENDER DIVERSE PEOPLE WITHIN COMMUNITY BROADCAST
By Bethany Atkinson-Quinton, CBAA Women's Representative
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“The confidence gap is a real thing,”
says Program Coordinator of FBi’s
Dance Class, Andy Garvey, a DJ training
and mentorship program for women.
This is one of the many great initiatives
that is happening at the moment within
the community broadcasting sector to
encourage more women and gender
diverse people into broadcasting roles.
The latest Station Census reported
in 2013 that community broadcasting
has generally employed more men
than women and this gender split has
remained consistent for years. It found
that there were more men than women
in all roles except administration.

Excluding this, the gender gap was
greatest in presentation and production,
with a ratio of around 3.5 men to every
2 women.

So what kinds of measures and
initiatives are being undertaken to
promote gender diversity in community
radio?

The values that underpin the
community broadcasting sector –
access, diversity, innovation and
independence are all aspirations that
need to be consistently worked towards
and reflected upon. Broadcasters within
every community radio station hold
great power and responsibility to reflect
these values with their programing
decisions and to accurately reflect the
diversity that exists within Australia.

In 2014, Sydney's FBi Radio launched
FBi Click, a digital radio service
dedicated to dance and electronic
music. According to Andy Garvey, in
the process of programming the lineup for its launch, they were shocked by
the level of gender disparity that still
existed in Sydney's club scene and felt
the need for initiatives that supported
women entering the industry. When
the station launched FBi Click's Dance
Class program, they wanted to focus

Melbourne youth station SYN
recently ran a broadcast training and
mentorship program for ethnically
diverse women. They found the need
for flexibility within training days to
work around the young people’s family
and faith commitments. The program
had a large focus on making sure
volunteers felt welcomed into the SYN
community more broadly. They did
this by inviting them to SYN functions,
informal training opportunities and
other social activities. SYN Diversity
Programming Coordinator Fiona
Wright emphasised the importance of
trying to understand the needs and
aspirations of each participant.
“This individual approach happened
really organically as all the program
participants responded really warmly
to it. We hadn't planned on that
approach in the program brief but
it has been a big component in the
success of the program.”
3CR Training Coordinator Leanne
McLean has also been involved in many
inclusive training initiatives for a range
of diverse people and groups. Training
at 3CR is founded on the principles
of access in its design, delivery and
participation. They aim to create a
training environment that addresses
mainstream barriers to learning.
Leanne emphasises the importance
for consultation in training design
and flexibility in training delivery. For
example, in thinking about ways of
making training accessible to people
with parenting responsibilities she
asks them what time is most suitable
for the training to be delivered. She
notes that it is important that trainees
feel supported and so thinking about
issues such as childcare options is a
way to do that. Leanne also points to
the importance of organising mentors
to offer support and follow up with

PBS 106.7FM in Melbourne is also
currently running a broadcast training
initiative for women and gender
diverse people, the PBS Access
Training Program. The program runs
for eight weeks and includes specialisttraining classes from contemporary
female and gender diverse
broadcasters along with mentorship
from current PBS announcers. The new
trainees will gain access to a one hour
program on PBS Digital Radio following
the course, which will see PBS offer
original digital-only content for the
first time in its nearly 40 year history.
As the program coordinator for this
initiative, I have found that flexibility
and follow-up are of the upmost
importance.
Flexibility is imperative to creating
space for new people to come through.
Being able to discard traditional
forms of marketing and teaching and
rethink ways you are communicating
and attracting people within your
community are really important to
reflect upon. The echoing themes
coming through these programs
include; the importance to keep
program numbers low, to keep it
focused, to allow for flexibility and to
allow time for follow-up.

Programs like these are also a great
conversation starter and ask people at
all levels of the station to question their
privilege. It creates an opportunity
to talk about concepts such as
representation, access, emotional
labour and the confidence gap.
The very nature of volunteering within
community broadcasting is often
reserved for the most privileged, as it
requires people to be able to afford to
give up time each week.
It’s important to think about how
you can support members of your
community into on-air roles so
that you’re reflecting the values
of community broadcasting. As a
starting point, it could be as simple as
reflecting on your gender statistics
from within your stations. What is your
representation like on-air? What can
you do to change it? It is everybody’s
responsibility.
Community broadcasting is important
because it has the ability to disrupt
dominant mainstream trends of what
it means to be a broadcaster. So while
there is still a way to go to ensure
there is accurate representation of
women and gender diverse people
on-air, these initiatives are helping
to improve the imbalance. They are
actively carving out space for people
so we can reflect the communities that
we are a part of and so that community
broadcasting can become a leader in
gender equality.

Top: Bethany Atkinson-Quinton pictured with participants in PBS 106.7 FM's Access Training Program.
Opposite: FBi Click's Dance Class participants.
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“We were blown away by the quality
and number of applications and also by
the number of people who identified
themselves as beginners but who'd
actually been practicing mixing for
a year or more in their bedrooms or
playing gigs.”

new trainees so they are not left to
make it alone, particularly for after
hours programs. She likes to sit down
with new broadcasters after a few
months of them being at the station
to allow them space to chat about
their experience and to ask questions
because as we all know, learning
doesn’t end when the courses finish.
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on avoiding any potential barriers that
might have prevented people from
entering. To combat this, they asked
applicants about their music taste and
career goals rather than their current
skill level. They noticed that within the
applications people often undersold
their skills.

CBF
Update
By Jo Curtin,
Community Broadcasting
Foundation

The CBF is excited to introduce its new
grant opportunities: Development &
Operations grants and Content grants.
•

•

Development & Operations grants
will support core operational costs
such as salaries and transmission
costs, equipment upgrades,
planning, training, marketing ideas,
and other proposals relevant to the
operation of your station.
Content grants will support weekly
specialist radio programming costs,
OBs, high quality and creative
programs and content production,
and other content projects that
increase community participation
and diversity in community
broadcasting.

These new categories and application
forms are designed to be more straightforward for applicants and more
flexible and responsive to the diverse
range of needs at stations across
the sector. You can put together a
number of proposals or ideas in one
application to each category – which
may then be supported in whole or
in part. The CBF will be contacting

stations with information about how
to take advantage of these new grant
opportunities.
To find out more about the new
categories and how to apply, attend the
CBF's grant workshop session at this
year's CBAA Conference or visit the
CBF website.
www.cbf.com.au

CBF GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
KEY DATES
Development & Operations grants opening 2 January 2017,
closing 20 March 2017
Content grants opening 9 January 2017, closing 3 April 2017
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CONTACT THE CBF:
Phone: 03 8341 5900 • Email: info@cbf.com.au • Web: www.cbf.com.au

An affordable integrated scheduling solution to assist your station
• Timetable based on 6 zones across the days of the week
• Standardised slots determined by each zone
• Six sponsors' packages, can be limited to 5minutes per hour
eclectic.engineering
• User weighting of each zone set's the relative package cost
• Base cost weighting set's the total revenue that sponsorships will bring to your station
• Proforma contract and Invoice set > Finalise a sale on the spot and email the completed pdf
• All audio held as .mp3 files and the system reads these and the music for play length
• Perpetual generic timetable enables auto scheduling of sponsors announcements and CSA's
• Run Sheets are generated for announcers to follow and record play times
• Overnight automated scheduling of sponsors, CSA's and music ready for playout
For further information or a flyer, email michael@eclectic.engineering or phone 0419 476 664

COMMUNITY RADIO NETWORK
PROGRAM GUIDE NOVEMBER 2016 : CRN-1
National Radio News (4 min) on the half hour from 06:00-09:00 and every hour from 09:00-19:00 Mon-Fri, and on the hour from 06:00-12:00 Sat-Sun
BBC World News (5 min) at 00:01 & 05:01

MON
05:01

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SUN

BBC World News

05:06 Good Morning Country (live)
06:00

SAT
The Folk Show

Nothin’ but the Blues

Saturday Breakfast
(live)

Countryfolk Around
Australia (live)

Vision Australia
Hour

Real World Gardener

In a Sentimental
Mood

Dirt Music

The best in country music to kickstart your morning
Incorporating Rural Livestock 05:30, Rural Outlook 05:45 & Rural News 06:05

07:00
08:00
09:04 The History Show

Alternative Radio

10:32

Beyond Zero

Dads on the Air

Spectrum

Regional Voices/Panorama

Anarchist World
This Week

Wellbeing

Hardtalk

Inside Motorsport/
SoundMinds

Zed Games

Repeats or Music

Repeats or Music

Repeats or Music

11:04

Repeats or Music

12:04

Reports and Segments: Rural News, Rural Livestock, Rural Outlook, Daily Interview

Repeats or Music

More Civil Societies/Overdrive
News/Q-mmunity Network News

12:30

N. Indig. News Review

Radioactive

13:04

Asia Calling

Listen to Older Voices

13:32

Fair Comment

Accent of Women

14:04

Let the Bands Play

Nothin’ but the
Blues

Extras 2

15:04

Repeats or Music

Repeats or Music

16:04

Arts Alive

Primary Perspectives

16:32

WINGS

This Way Out

Cinemascape

Women on the Line

Lost in Science

Pregnancy, Birth & Beyond

Jazz Made in Australia

Off The Record

Repeats or Music

Repeats or Music

Repeats or Music

Diffusion

Under African Skies

Earth Matters

Extras 1

All the Best

The Wire – national independent current affairs (live)

17:30

National Radio News state-based bulletins: 17:30 QLD; 17:35 ACT/NSW; 17:40 TAS/VIC; 17:45 NT/SA; 17:50 WA

18:04

The Phantom
Dancer

The Fourth Estate

Stick Together

Real World Gardener

Jailbreak

Broadway Musicals
Yearbook

Lost in Science

New York Jazz

19:04

Jumping
Jellybeans

Overdrive

The Bohemian Beat

Heard it Through the Grapevine

The Fourth Estate

On the Money

Arts Alive

Hot, Sweet & Jazzy

The Mike McColl
Show (live)

Recorded Live
Pulse
Zed Games
Ultima Thule

Live Delay

Babylon Burning

A Jazz Hour

Deadly Voices from
the House

Never Talk Politics

17:04

18:32

Global Village

Behind the Music

Top of the Pops 1hr

Concert Hour

Word For Word

Pop Heads

Living in the 60s

Fine Music Live

Spotlight

Definition Radio

Bluesbeat

Hit Parade of
Yesterday

On the Money

20:00 It’s Time

Democracy Now!

21:00

The Breeze

Amrap Charts

The Folk Show

Amrap Radio
Program

Roots n Reggae
Show

The Tiki Lounge
Remix pt1

22:00 Off the Record

Sub-sequence

Behind the Music

Sideways Through
Sound

Babylon Burning

New Releases Show

The Tiki Lounge
Remix pt2

23:00 Urban Meltdown

Radio Gumbo

Beale Street Caravan

Contact!

Indij Hip Hop Show

Aussie Music Weekly

Curved Radio (live)

Aussie Music Weekly

TUE
00:01

00:30
01:00

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

MON

BBC World News

00:06 The Bohemian Beat
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A Question of Balance

The Why Factor

Dirt Music

02:00 Deadly Voices from
the House

Nothin’ but the
Blues

Under African Skies

Pop Heads

Amrap Charts

Sideways Through
Sound

New Releases Show

Definition Radio

Live Delay

New York Jazz

A Jazz Hour

The Breeze

Contact!

Let The Bands Play

In a Sentimental
Mood

Hit Parade of
Yesterday

Radio Gumbo

Dirt Music

Beale Street Caravan

03:00 Hot, Sweet & Jazzy
04:00 Spotlight

Off the Record

All times AEST/AEDT. Visit www.cbaa.org.au/crn for full descriptions and latest updates.

National Rock &
Blues Show

Curved Radio (live)

Tecka’s Tracks

Jazz Made in
Australia
The Phantom
Dancer

Bluesbeat

Living in the 60s
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Meet Our

Scholarship Recipients
By Holly Friedlander Liddicoat, CBAA

IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STATIONS THAT ARE UNDER-RESOURCED, THE CBAA PROVIDES 10
CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIPS EACH YEAR TO COMMUNITY RADIO REPRESENTATIVES WHO MIGHT NOT OTHERWISE
ATTEND. WE ASKED THE 2016 RECIPIENTS WHAT THEIR PROUDEST COMMUNITY RADIO MOMENT IS AND WHAT THEY
ARE MOST LOOKING FORWARD TO AT THIS YEAR’S CONFERENCE.
You can also attend this year’s CBAA Conference, taking place in Melbourne from 10 - 13 November. It's the largest sector
gathering for skill development, networking and knowledge-sharing. Head to www.cbaa.org.au/conference for more
information about the program and how to register. Be sure to say hello to our 10 scholarship recipients if you make it along!

Gemma Sidney • Vision Australia Radio Perth
I’ve been with Vision Australia Radio Perth since we launched late last year. We now broadcast
over 40 hours of locally-produced content each week! It’s been a busy and extremely rewarding year
and I’m really looking forward to connecting with the other delegates at conference.

Fiona Branch • 4RFM
My proudest moment was providing the opportunity for trainee youth DJs to go on air through our
Project Y program. At the conference, I’m most looking forward to connecting with others in the
industry, getting new ideas and inspiration as well as hearing from those who’ve been there, done that!

Masson Willis • CAAMA Radio
My proudest moment of community radio would have to have been attending the Burrunga Festival
and the 50th anniversary of the Wave Hill Walk-Off. I am most looking forward to meeting new people,
learning new things and experiencing my first ever CBAA Conference.
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Diane Hamilton • Radio 4YOU
Two years ago my husband suffered a massive brain haemorrhage leaving him with severe deficits in
memory, personality and, physically. His rehabilitation came to a standstill. But from somewhere in his
badly damaged brain he started to recall songs from his 20s (he is in his 50s). I decided to take him to
4YOU and as I worked the equipment, he verbalised his recollections, which I recorded and played back
to him. The neurosurgeon was truly thrilled with his progress – he went from not recalling what the
last words he said were to now programming his hour-long show. The program, which now airs every
Friday 7-8pm, is well-received by listeners and he once again feels a sense of belonging through his
contribution to community radio. This is one of my proudest moments.

Cassandra Klabbers • Smart FM 99.1
The coordination and introduction of youth training to revitalise the station by catering to the youth
of our community (who were previously absent from our programming and audience) is my proudest
moment. I’m most looking forward to the opportunity to network with peers at the conference to
extend our current knowledge and increase the standard of broadcasting and production we provide to
our community.

Pam Rolley • King Island Radio
My proudest moment has been to pick up where Australian radio history-making left off on King Island
by delivering the first radio broadcast to the King Island and Bass Strait communities in just over 100
years. At the conference, I’m most looking forward to exploring the opportunities for and observing
how the community radio platform is developing, and the roles it can play in remote and rural Australia.

Sarah Hammond • 88.9FM Hills Radio
Since birth I've battled juvenile arthritis, a hidden yet common disease that affects 1 in 1000 children in
Australia. This has meant my life has at times been isolating and lacking in support. In 2015, however,
my proudest moment came when I began, with fellow presenter Matthew Carratt, Life Bursts; a drivetime program telling the untold stories of Adelaide Hills residents. At the conference I'm most looking
forward to learning new skills and knowledge.

Alison Hanly • MAIN FM
I am proud of the series I have helped co-produce with local Indigenous leader Rick Nelson. We created
a series of short segments and were shortlisted for the 2016 Reconciliation Victoria Awards. At
conference, I just want to meet lots of other community radio people, to listen, talk and see what other
stations do. I’m keen to learn more about translating radio to online media, so I’ll be at the Medialab
session for sure!

Rheanna Leschke • Valley FM 95.9

My proudest overall moment was when CHY FM won the NSW/ACT Regional Achievement and
Community Award in 2013 for Youth Leadership. My proudest recent moment was finally being able
to teach primary, secondary and TAFE classes all at the same time at the station! I am really looking
forward to meeting lots of lovely radio people from across Australia at this year’s CBAA Conference.
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Becky Cole • CHY FM 104.1
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I have been Vice President of Valley FM 95.9 for almost two years now. Our station has needed to work
hard to gain grounding financially and within our own team and community. Working as part of the
committee and helping create that team atmosphere and out in the community is what I’m most proud
of. I’m most looking forward to soaking up everything I possibly can – our station needs to take its next
step and I’m hoping I’ll gain more substantial direction from this year’s conference.

BY CHELSEA DEELEY
EASTSIDE RADIO 89.7FM
WHEN I FIRST WALKED UP THE STAIRS AND INTO EASTSIDE RADIO,
THE IDEA OF BEING AN ON-AIR PRESENTER WAS THE FURTHEST THING
FROM MY MIND.
I was 20 years old, about to graduate
from my first university degree,
and was standing in the reception
area looking at the gig posters and
photographs plastered all over the
walls, listening to the melodic jazz
sounding out across the room
and thinking how utterly cool this
place was!
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For about two years I’d been the
music editor for a publishing company
here in Sydney and on a partially
calculated whim I’d decided that
I wanted to get into radio. In my
naivety, I’d decided that I wanted to
learn all I could about how it works,
the preparation behind it all and
how I could be a part of it outside of
being on air, which was something I
thought was out of the question since
possessing a slightly weird BritishAustralian accent.
My early months at Eastside Radio
mainly consisted of creating website
content, answering phone calls, and
assisting presenters with on-air guests
and giveaways and it really helped
me understand the culture and the
community that Eastside is a part of.
The listeners of the station truly love
Eastside, whether it is for the great
variety of music that we play on a
daily basis or the talks programs that
cover the local arts news and current
affairs that affect them and their lives.
I was asked to be the Music Director
for the station not long after, which
was a complete honour, and it pretty
much gave me an excuse to listen to
music all day, which I was definitely
not complaining about! I learned so

much more about Australian musicians,
particularly within the jazz, blues and
soul scene that I wasn’t overly aware
of before. It really gave me a sense of
pride to know we had such a thriving
scene right here in Sydney.
Fast-forward three years and after a
fair few nightshifts and a whole lot
of tips from many of our experienced
presenters, I now present my own
show every Monday morning, called
The New Thing. I basically get to spin
new music, feature three brand new
albums and promote independent
Australian artists. It’s the best 90
minutes of my week.
The more I learn about community
radio, the more I realise that it brings
so many people a sense of inclusion
and freedom, as well as giving them
an opportunity for self-expression.
From my own experience at Eastside
Radio, the volunteers are passionate
individuals, totally dedicated to their
community and have a great deal of
knowledge and skills that I have been
fortunate enough to learn from. I can’t
think of many, if any, other places
outside of the community radio sector
where I would be able to play the music
that I want to hear every week and
then in turn hear people that I know
play music that they genuinely love.
Having held our own awesome world
music festival Global Rhythms back
in September, as well as running
successful fundraisers and live music
events throughout the year, the future
is looking super bright for Eastside
Radio and I’m so lucky to be a part
of it!

THE NEW THING
Mondays – 9:00AM – 10:30AM
Listen live on 89.7FM within Sydney
and surrounding suburbs.
Stream/listen back to the show:
eastsidefm.org/thenewthing

facebook.com/thenewthing897
@chelspom
@ChelseaPomD
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In an important year for the media industry – the 60th year since the launch of mainstream Australian
television – senior executives from across the media landscape will congregate in Sydney, at the
Business of Media Summit.

MICHAEL EBEID
Managing Director
SBS

LIZ WALSH
Vice President,
Brand Marketing
Forbes Media (USA)

JASON PELLEGRINO
Managing Director,
Asia Pacific
Google

ANGELA MACKAY
Global Publisher FT Live &
Managing Director Asia Pacific
Financial Times

MARK LOLLBACK
Chief Executive Officer
Australia & New Zealand
GroupM

DEANNE WEIR
Managing Director,
Content Aggregation
Foxtel

RICHARD FINLAYSON
Director of Television
ABC

JOHN O’SULLIVAN
Managing Director
Tourism Australia

JORA GILL
Chief Digital Officer
The Economist (UK)

JACQUI FEENEY
Managing Director
Fox Networks Group
Australia & New Zealand

SAM TOLES
Head of Global
Content & Distribution
Vimeo (USA)

KURT BURNETTE
Chief Revenue Officer
Seven West Media

KYLIE ROGERS
Managing Director
Mamamia

GREG SNEDDON
General Manager, Disney
Media Distribution ANZ
The Walt Disney Company

MARINA GO
General Manager Hearst Brands
Bauer Media

CHRIS FREEL
Commercial Director
Australia & New Zealand
Pandora

MICHELE GARRA
Executive Director
Telstra Media Group

ANTHONY EVERARD
General Manager
Big Bash League

EDWARD FONG
Managing Director, ANZ
Ubisoft

RUSSEL HOWCROFT
Chairman
Think TV

Secure your place today. Register online or call 02 8004 8590. Group discounts are available.
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OBSERVA DAB/DAB+ & FM Field Monitor
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact, rugged USB receiver
GPS logging and map overlay
Detailed RF and SFN metrics displays and logging
Multiple service decoding and viewing
Save to file: ETI, Sub-channel, PAD, Audio (PCM or
WAV)
Measurements include: BER, MER, TII Display, TIST,
Audio Levels, FIC bytes, Constellation display, Frame
count/rate

CBS Compact Ensemble Provider System
The system contains a fully featured DAB Ensemble Multiplexer, Multiplex
Controller, 8-channel DAB/DAB+ Encoder and Data Server.
•
EDI or FEP (ETI over IP) output
•
Control & status monitoring of incoming audio (silence detection, CRC
check, etc.)
•
Supports redundant audio encoders, with seamless switching
•
Multiplexer software (EMX) & Data Server soft ware (DBS)
•
Remote monitoring & Hardware status monitoring

N-COM Pty Ltd www.n-com.com.au info@n-com.com.au
Ph: 07 3266 6779 Address: 2 Allworth St NORTHGATE Q 4013
All Balanced inputs and outputs
Microphone inputs (XLR)
Digital AES/EBU input
Stereo lines inputs with RJ-45 connectors
Telephone inputs
Balanced Stereo Outputs
PGM, UTL and AUX
Digital AES/EBU Outputs
PGM and UTL
Control Room and Studio functions
With monitor mode selector
Internal USB Audio Board
Output Opto-coupled ON AIR command

Broadcast On Air Console

